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My project is looking at imaging

tuberculosis with an optical probe,

using fluorescence, so that we

actually can see it in the body. Then

hopefully we will be able to turn it

into an agent that can be used to

highlight TB throughout the whole

body during a PET scan.

IF  YOU  WEREN 'T  A

SCIENTIST ,  WHAT

WOULD  BE  DOING  NOW?

OPT IMA  PHD  STUDENT  &

PHYS IOTHERAP I S T

JOANNA LONG

WHAT  SUBJECT  WAS

YOUR  UNDERGRADUATE

DEGREE  IN?

B.S. Biomedical Science at

Sheffield University, MSc.

Physiotherapy at Kings College

I worked as a physio for 5 years and

then decided I wanted a change.

Tthere is a bit of a bottleneck in

career progression. I wasn’t doing

exactly what I wanted to do. I

came back, did some basic science

and applied to CDTs, because they

seemed like a interesting way to

get back into things. 

TELL  US  A  JOKE !

DESCRIBE  YOURSELF  IN

3  WORDS

FAVOURITE  MUSICIAN?

I’ve got quite an eclectic taste in

music. In my car, I’ve been playing

folk & listening to John MacMaster. I

quite like funk and soul as well.

I got a funny birthday card and it had a

picture of a cookie that said “You have

nice hair.” It said complimentary biscuit

underneath.

Quirky, friendly, and adventurous.

WHAT  IS  YOUR  PHD

PROJECT  ABOUT?

WHAT  IS  A  TYPICAL  DAY

LIKE?

In the lab mostly, working in 10 day

cycles while my bacteria grow! Lots of

meetings with a tight-knit group,

then walking my puppy! It's flexible.

I would have possibly gone down a

more creative route. I love dancing. I

would like something that

incorporates traveling. Or maybe a

patisserie chef? Who knows? I teach

Pilates, so maybe that.

WERE  YOU  ALWAYS

INTERESTED  IN  SCIENCE?

FAVOURITE  FOOD?

I’m vegetarian, so anything spicy and

veggie—fajitas, curry, like that.

I’m quite inquisitive, trying to find out

why things are happening. I’m quite

analytical at how I approach things,

so maybe it’s natural that I got into

science. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/joanna-long-02605687/

